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Instructions: Solve 13 of the problems 1–15. If you solve more than 13 problems, you must clearly
mark which 13 you want to have graded. For full credit, you must show complete, correct, legible
work. Read carefully before you start working. No books or notes are allowed. Calculators are
allowed, phones and PDAs are not.
1. Given the following weighted voting system, answer the questions below.
[ 28; 10, 13, 5, 15 ]
(a) Determine the quota and the number of voters.
(b) Determine the number of possible coalitions, list them all, and identify the winning
coalitions.
(c) Find the critical voters in each winning coalition and compute the Banzhaf power index
of each critical voter.
2. Consider the following preference ballot:
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(a) Determine who wins the election according to the plurality with elimination method.
(b) Determine who wins the election according to the Borda Count method.
3. Use Euler diagrams to determine whether the following syllogism is valid or invalid.
Some large corporations are concerned about the environment
General Motors is not a large corporation
General Motors is not concerned about the environment
4. Frank and Susanne decide to set up a college fund for their newborn grandson. They will
deposit a sum of money into an account that yields 4.8% annual interest compounded monthly.
What sum of money must they deposit now in order for there to be $20, 000 in the account
at the end of 18 years?
5. Are the statements
(p ∧ q) → ∼q

and q → (∼p ∨ ∼q)

logically equivalent? Justify your answer.
6. Two dice are rolled; find the probability that the total showing is less than 10.

7. The 1, 218-member carpenters’ union has six representatives on the state labor council, and the
70-member plumbers’ union has four representatives. If either the carpenters or the plumbers
can have one more representative on the council, which union is more deserving of this extra
representative? Explain your reasoning
8. Consider the graph

(a) How many vertices does the graph have?
(b) Is it connected?
(c) Is it complete? Why?
(d) Does it have an Euler path? Why?
9. From buying the past finals solutions at the SIAM sale, you found out that the probability
of getting a question about the Borda Count method is 0.75, the probability of getting a
question about the Plurality with Elimination method is 0.6, and the probability of getting a
question about both is 0.45. What is the probability that you will NOT get a question about
the Borda Count method OR the Plurality with Elimination method?
10. Find the mean, median, and mode for the following distribution,
7, 8, 6, 5, 7, 10, 2, 7, 9, 5, 8, 8, 10, 9, 6, 5, 10, 7, 8, 9 .
11. Jessica, Serena, Andre, and Emily ran for president in the recent Student Government Council
elections. Use the following clues to determine the order of finishing. (Who came in first,
second, third, and fourth?)
• Emily has been a member of the council longer than the people who placed third and
fourth in the voting.
• Andre finished right behind Jessica and has a different major than the third-place finisher.
• Although Serena did not win, she was happy that she did not finish last.
• Jessica had 37 fewer votes than Emily.

12. Assume that you take out a 10-year loan for $250, 000 at an annual interest rate of 12%, and
after 7 years you decide to refinance the unpaid balance of $107, 989 at a rate of 4%.
(a) Use the table below to find the difference in your monthly payments.
(b) What is the total interest you will have paid by the end of the 10 years?

13. District A has a population of 7, 875 people, District B has a population of 18, 765 people,
and District C has a population of 9, 360 people. Use the Hamilton apportionment method
to apportion 20 representatives between these three districts according to their populations.
14. Consider the weighted graph

Use the Nearest Neighbor algorithm to find a Hamilton circuit that begins at A.
15. Use the 68–95–99.7 Rule to answer the following questions about a normal distribution with
a mean of 35 and a standard deviation of 5.
(a) What percentage of values would be between 30 and 35?
(b) What percentage of values would be below 35?
(c) What percentage of values would be above 45?
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